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I 
 
gadgee 
1. (noun. gadjee) Man, or bloke. e.g. Gadgees can still lowp yats like the la'l chores can = Gate 
jumping does not separate the men from the boys. 
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Snug 
 
Hunt-and-pecking hail  
against glass clatters,  
slate walls stop winds 
channeled from Easedale’s 
mountain rafters. Air 
pushed and trilling through 
window cracks and keyholes  
join Granddad’s oil heater 
clicks, syncopated  
to drain drips outdoors -  
this is now what Mum 
likes to call book and 
hot chocolate weather. 
BBC news at 10: 
more gloom, and never 
a word from the north 
north - London isn’t 
holidaying in fall 
it seems. Telly off,  
I catch now the small 
farm’s tractor crawl 
through streams to sodden 
fields of Herdwick sheep. 
In village news, the  
farmer’s son is coughing 
blood. He’s overrun  
and unreported, 
while the City sets  
prices for work in  
this solemn weather,  
alone. I should help, 
perhaps after December.   
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St. Oswald's Church 
 
In the diocese of Carlisle,  
the archdeaconry of  Westmorland and Furness, 
and the inmost centre 
of myself, my medium, 
just as Psalm 117 sits, fulcrum 
of the Bible, rests this Church: 
to endureth for ever, I hope.  
Its roughcast coddie and slate roofs 
weather in service, or volley, 
keep minds sheltered: 
 
God’s bothy by the river Rothay,  
whose waters clear as quartz,  
out of the throne of Lion 
and of the Lamb crag, baptize  
the stone and confirm us here.  
Cake, song, rushes, community, 
off piece and ours. I miss  
how this is not for everybody? 
 
* 
The double nave split by an arcade – 
five arches rising and four more above   
present the only tangible division. 
That, for I cannot ignore all  
concealed chatter about the parish,  
least not when the warden, to the council,  
makes great moan of families logic.  
I jeer: nobbut knee high 'til a goose minds  
like to claim something unimportant.  
 
But here I remember not to damage 
people – though how to think 
of the gutless hoarder who, 
shattering cabinets 
near the organ, stole  
Wordsworth’s prayer book? 
 
* 
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Again, study not to hurt 
but that the sky is a deeper lake. 
Time is scratches on pews and the Church, 
I fear, is dying: something to fix. 
Travel dictates I cannot be a regular,  
but still I am the youngest that commits. 
 
Old babble has deadened, 
devices have afforded 
a swift humdrum relief. 
What emptiness will be? What purpose?  
These mountains will empty, these pews will 
dust. A poet will reference 
this Church ‘a museum’, perhaps.  
And as the rain falls  
King Oswald of Northumbria, contemplating 
through the lancet windows, will sigh. 
And I could not face him. Though 
I have carried the cross 
at rushbearing since I was eleven,  
no village gadgee has run to take it from me, 
how do I pass this on? All of it. 
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Shoot Three 
 
I 
 
I bought lime green waterproof Salomon’s from George Fisher, 
because though they don’t breathe, they keep your feet dry… 
 
this was false. Twenty minutes up to Sour Milk Gill these two new 
cheesy foot saunas had already used my toes as molds 
 
for Swiss holes. As with my shin pads after Hockey: 
white frothy latherin making babybels in the indentations, 
 
Mum pleading with me to keep them on 
until we got back to the Lakes from bleak Dundee. 
 
 
II 
 
Circling Easedale Tarn is also surprisingly far, not least 
when Slapestone Edge funnels all matter of debris down t’ Cockly. 
 
So when I slipped by the far side of the tarn and gashed my thin 
skinned knee open, I was quick to blame the footing and the shoes.  
 
Rocking in the tarn side mud I imagined myself smiling down, saying 
that’s two for flinching. Or my sister remarking  
 
that the scene would make a worthy piece of art… 
My Knee (b.1995) 
That ****ing hurt! 2013-2017 
Blood watercolours on freckled canvas 
1x2 inches 
Partial gift of fate and Cumbrian weather. 
 
or indeed my brother asking whether I was concerned that sheep shit 
had undoubtedly already contaminated the wound and I could -  
 
would - likely die. But it was just one unimpressed herdy 
sheep indifferent to my pain. Perhaps I could use her wool to soak up the  
blood? 
 
III 
 
Ideally Mr. Hayton would have seen my fall from his hut,  
if  it was still there. He would come rushing out and shoot three morphine  
 
syringes into my chest. Pick me up, slap Victorian refreshments 
in my hand and have one of the wanderers ponies see me down. 
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I daydream about rebuilding his spot by the tarn, 
now I needed it. I removed my buff off my neck, doubled it up 
 
and put it on the injury, crychuckling  
as I hobbled down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Morphine 
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II 
 
radgee cheerwine 
 
radgee 
/rad-jee/ 
noun 
 
1. person who is not very capable. 
“I can never be thought of as radgee, so failure terrifies me” 
 
verb. 
 
1. to get angry. A radgee is generally 'taken'.  
“I took a radgee at my friend when he brought his pistol to campus” 
 
 
cheerwine 
/CHir- wīn/ 
 
noun 
 
1. is a cherry-flavored soft drink produced by Carolina Beverage 
Corporation of Salisbury, North Carolina. 
“Have you not tried Cheerwine yet? Really?” 
 
2. (maybe) what you might compare blood to. 
“Looks like Cheerwine Dad. Oh, I’ll bring some back!” 
 
 verb (maybe) 
1. A high-pitched sports cry uncontrollably released when your team is 
losing. 
No one understands why I cheerwine on a Sunday morning at 10:30am. 
They forget my life 5 hours in the future” 
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uisge-beatha (ushge bar) 
 
A headache, like Golden Brown’s harpsichord vamp 
ringing in a concrete cranium, acute stabs desecrating 
the temple’s full, rather filling, of knowledge on Sunday 
evening 
waning while memorizing details applicable once before 
extraneous or smothered by scripts sermonized from a new 
set of 
tenured recitalists - every time just like the last – strangling 
new visions, asking meekly for regurgitation of X’s criticism 
of Y’s criticism, tedium to boredom to Jameson’s 
ethanol, originally, unbranded, uisge-beatha is 
‘water of life’. 
 
 
 
 
- Ethanol  
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Correction 
Today I decided I could kill someone.  Correction - 
              today I decided that  someone   else could decide  
                            if I do that to  someone. 
   Execute an order, reason ‘ some won and some lost,  
                           that is sense’.  sum one other mothers son up on an  
                     foes monument:  someone,  one day, praising or 
      begrudging that, or that  someone. Mum thinks 
                                I’ll be that   someone, Dad believes I want 
                             to be a hero   someone. I tell myself that statistics indicate 
                                   it will be   someone else.   
                            All just to be  someone. With 
                                                       someone.   
                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Citric Acid  
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Supplements  
 
Oh love, say more? Can we – you – please see that 
by forgetting the new dawns of early 
love’s light. By what anger so visibly 
proudly shared, we have hailed in, at once, the 
uncertain twilight. We last by gleaming! 
Think, whose saved? Broad abuse stripes pain and blood 
bright bruised stars on…through you: the last perilous 
relationship fight. Think, over! Rescale 
 
the timeworn ramparts that we fought, watched crumble, 
were beaten so well.  Gallantly advance, 
streaming joy and tenderness: the truth rockets! 
Stop red-faced glare and the unpredictable bombs, 
that bursting, take in our air. I gave you proof, 
always through feeling, the late night sharing 
that planted our loves flag and was – is – still flying. 
 
I’m there fearlessly, oh I’ll say more!  
Does anger: that corruption, star-spangled 
weapon, banner thrill, yet painful wave 
engulfing over, work? The new land does, 
 
of us: the all free doting and understanding, 
the exultant home built of affection,  
the forever brave partners. 
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- Vitamin B12 
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Modern Defence 
 
Again explain my vote and side to my brother. My side not because I own it but that I’m  
one of 17 million and he is one of 16, still, perhaps – feeling, regardless, that I have the 
initiative.  
 
We both want it to be old news: LSE at the door of FPA, another great decision chaps – 
done – all stable power, no bears to scare the bull farms in pockets, a nation touched 
and moved,  
 
but no harm done. Unauthentic pockets, Dad reminds them, maturity should/could fill 
– but to what end? Removed pieces: fear and hate? But even then does this have a basic 
ending.  
 
We are adrift and bound. And I say to them, I have trained years to join these forces: 
work or army, and my purpose: nebulous. Sides too brother, though see we want them 
so badly.  
 
Can I play as white now? In life I think we forget we are usually playing as white: going 
first, greedy in pursuit of the system, the gambits of men, opening channels to take, 
 
and take and take 
and when you take that 
 
I think it’s logical we wanted to step back from the game. Everyone grabbing, 
indecorous adjustment of pieces we, both sides I feel, couldn’t see, couldn’t 
understand. 
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i. Right Shift In Demand 
 
 
A                      
t      B            t   
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Irritants 
The constant slobber 
of fetching images, found 
on man’s best handheld 
 
friend, forms critical 
comments, fear of missing 
the moment, loneliness 
 
and overwhelming 
distance from truth,  
so that any unconditional 
 
human friendliness 
seems impossible or as 
erroneous, thus 
 
a devoted mind- 
less parasitic puppy 
benefits ones own 
 
eminence while still 
serving as an endless dis- 
traction from the sad 
 
aforementioned.  
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Platform Twenty-Two 
i. Generation Archipelagic   
 
Spend time consuming the fragile, 
their message, in their mediums, 
loathing what and how they make the  
content content: parsimonious 
with meaning, class, and the record 
or reference to a kite or soul.  
Joy at the click of the mouse spine 
sending jealous fuel to turbines:  
minds of our children, now adults, 
changing diets from consciousness 
to consequences: commodities 
like likes and like likes. This is the 
new world trade organized across 
seas, this is the new spreading  
artless transmitting diseases.  
 
This is a generation of  
whirling abalones: all matter 
wrapped up in themselves, spun lies  
to a point, shells with little life 
in new waves: this, now to be called 
a Metrocosmopolitan sea.  
 
This is a generation of  
the self-proclaimed sharers, but with spirits 
listlessly drowned, looking up just 
before they finally pass away,  
gloriously mediocre  
and unsubstantiated, afraid, choking 
on remains of the appetizing 
click bait algae cast by fisherthem: 
influencers that first made 
shells meat detach for the rousing 
whitecaps and currents, gave them all 
on the line sustenance, white screen 
hook to blue screen crash. Imagine that, 
 
were we all lined up on the waters 
edge? No, we start in the sea now:  
connected. Unaware when we 
dropped into water, too acquainted 
to the tickle lapping of tides 
that now we must choose to crawl back 
to the land as the peculiar 
lonely, to massifs made cold by 
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uncertain torrents before we 
become that shell, cyclobate,  
cry meatless whirling abalone!  
 
We, you read, are party here,  
haven risen from the waters 
gazing back at the neophyte 
shells, what we could remain as. 
When out, when our meat is still feeding, 
when alive, I say then we evolve:  
we the kite flyers. Now our lines 
 
the wings of snail kites, scavenging,  
floating up to blue: sadness from 
seeing the whole, the island of  
a poet few. We cast upwards, 
we soar: up here we send our young, 
our malcontent, peace to instill,  
discernment to divide if one 
would turn up to skies from the dark seabed 
and ignore the lures, as we did. 
So young now they drown, as kite’s fly 
too high to matter, to high to pull 
at a rate that means anything 
in anytime - 
to fixed on the diet 
of snail,  
did we rip out their meat? 
For a sea can encompass all, 
is not that community, this 
a shared experience? We accept 
the cuddle of emptiness 
on our own small island,  
to be lost in the warren of 
the self, for a time to carry 
only a rucksack of memories 
with the still infinite space to 
fill with understanding. Wander 
lonely out: stranger to the visions 
of true failure, searching days 
for the bliss of solitude. Lost 
mass of shells underwater, lost  
poets with kites too high to see, 
a sea population wrought by 
fisherthem casting your flavour,  
your dreams, an all lies machine. Still 
this is a majority  
of whirling abalones. 
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Spend time consuming your fragility.  
There is hope when I see people mark the 
chapters of their life with the times they cry:  
the first night in a dorm room, when Granddad 
past away, when Dad…the blood disease.  
 
When you let go of the kite, a new  
is sent up. When the kite flies it plunges  
to the sea and it sinks to the young shells.  
And for shells they see there is more than what 
is given to them, created for them. 
They know the choice: to come to this most confused 
metamorphism, to the island of  
Kite flyers from the  
Metrocosmopolitan sea. 
 
 
ii. Pigeonholes Across The Atlantic  
  
Elite, still we see a split. One of you 
a tosser coughing up sweet fanny Adams, 
smug little rumpy pumpy face smirking 
from behind the barriers, tickling 
your twigs and berries while the branches, 
that’s most of us, hunt purpose and jack you:  
the trunks, poor sods, swell and the roots, poorer 
sods, suck up anything they get. We think 
of you, minted parents, still chin wagging 
and counting properties: your vain children  
in the front seat of a Range Rover Sport 
in a city asking which Ski resort 
is expected to have the best snowfall 
this Spring. About six percent with wants,  
taking and to never rent. The other 
half share traits: private classrooms, knowledge and 
money, but want it expressed in class and 
eminence, not capital and power.  
They wish, but their fruit is the key: bitter  
and shiny: father passing seeds to son.   
 
I see a stiff lip on you, Established Middle Class, 
I like that, you’re a clever cog, making this 
machine, our machine, 
all for the machine, I machine, you machine 
we machine, work. That’s a steady rhythm. 
Sorry, I saw you first the other night,  
but was it at the theatre or the bar?  
	 21	
I see you often. I know you well.  
Pass the After Eights will you?  
This feels right, doesn’t it? But I don’t  
want to rush into anything too quickly, right?  
There is more at play, I have a choice,  
we have choice - I know it is silly,  
you are great and all, just the machine  
said more was still possible  
and it seems like that might matter to you.  
We matter now, you see my friends over there,  
they said you matter.  
 
Technical Middle Class you have turned more 
pages then I and have that tendency to open tabs 
and leave them there, over twenty little 
taster dishes to sample. I cannot stand your drive, 
but scratch your back and you’ll program that new 
fuckedless way forward. Advice? Put everything 
on zero. Green! Green! Green! Oh! but 
that’s our planet: a roulette pill, rolling around 
and if it fails to land on green we lose.  
You like that story, you like those stakes.  
 
It is okay to panic, 
and okay to scream: we’re going down,  
New Affluent Workers. 
We’re going down! Pull up, you. 
Level it out to glide, glide! Gentle now, 
I wonder how long we can do this?  
This is your captain speaking  
we will be soaring, soaring for as long as 
everyone works together,  
but we must lose weight. 
 
You’re tired aren’t you? 
Tough gig, crowd wasn’t feeling it,  
Traditional Working Class: 
I knew we should have played the new stuff, 
you know: Fuck A Duck and Duck A Fuck, 
BPM 120-140, loops, lights on them. But you guys 
were great to play with tonight.  
Sorry with the negative stuff  
first, 
I don’t think they noticed us anyway.  
 
Mardis Gras in New Orleans,  
Emergent Service Workers, 
is a must. Debauchery, oh! and my 
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friend, a lawyer, well a training lawyer, 
well paralegal stuff,  
has a place to stay. Her boyfriend, 
who does something in town 
has a float, well is on a float,  
and the float is big, like bigger than  
most. We should go, right? 
 
Precariat, I think its all fake. You know,  
the judges are told who to pick, they  
know the back-stories before they even  
perform. You see how he always asks the right 
question! How would he know his sister died 
last week? See that, how did he know to ask that! 
Who did you bring with you today? He knew that  
would lead to that answer.  
  
iii. RITUAL  
 
  
From the waters, 
from the sands, 
from the Kingdom unknown, 
purity drums the waves 
to enact our calls, 
our purpose to cure 
and formalize 
this Body out of the sight 
of the gaze that misjudges 
or others, blind, who expect 
nothing. 
From in the waters 
From in the sands 
From in the salt poured in rich profusion, 
cleanses our minds of distrust 
for those gathered here have slaughter 
the practice of division, have 
pledged soul and wealth 
to the body whorl, 
which is façade to the sleeping 
yet stores within a testimony 
to power and association. 
Strengthened are the silver 
spiral cords which 
bind together the kindred 
to light in the folds radiating, 
reaching within, defying 
vices that circle the 
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periphery of the heart. 
Once having stumbled 
in cracked earth, now 
we who were dying, live 
with patience, knowing that 
from the waters 
from the sands 
from the cyclobate 
that we have filled with sway, 
will reward our vow 
and will come in abundance. 
Sigh short and infrequent, Elders, 
for to pause in the pursuit 
of the Kingdom of Excellence, 
the state of contentment, is to 
cast out lines deprived of tempt 
for triumph. 
From the waters, 
from the sands, 
from the undertaking we accept, 
grant now the mist by which 
we can scheme serenity. 
The time is now propitious 
as here, gathered Body, our 
meet begins, true and honest, 
within the Cyclobate. 
 
iv. Overlook  
 
 …so he took his hand and held the pieces  
 together. They had ripped all the way around  
the crotch. Now I have seen a speech or two in 
my time, but why the Vicar would wear those 
pants and continue through to communion,  
well that is beyond me. Where was his cassock? 
Again, I couldn’t tell you. Church attendance  
might go up next week mind you.  
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III 
 
Rake 
 
rake 
/ray-k/ 
noun 
 
1. person who is not very capable.	A fashionable or wealthy man of dissolute 
or promiscuous habits. 
"We all have flaws, rake." 
 
2. the angle between a line [or a feature] and the strike line of the plane in 
which it is found, measured on the plane. 
“Jack’s Rake, I dare you.” 
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till 
 
pitchfork cuddles through 
our meatless ribs. i mark easily. 
you’re thin: fragile wishbone 
to pull apart. you mark  
where to break you.  
have we thought of crying yet? 
i’m prepared. 
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Little Clots 
 
* * * * * *  
* * * * * * 
Missed Call 4:04AM  
 
*** *  **  
*** *  ** 
Missed Call 4:06AM 
 
***   ***  
***   *** 
Missed Call 4:07AM 
 
**  * ***  
**  * *** 
Connecting to M 5:02AM – M says D Blue lights Barrow  
 
*  ** ***  
*  ** *** 
Connecting to M 5:24AM – M says D Blue lights Liverpool 
 
 * ** * * *  
 * * * * ** 
Procedure  
Chapel Hill Uber, RDU (overnight) LHR, to Express to Paddington to Euston to Liverpool 
Lime St – total: too f***ing slow 
 
* ** * * *  
 ** * * ** 
Heartbeats sabering champagne  
pregriefsobbing burning diesel 
privately in eyes 
in queues given cues to man up  
 in distress I’ll pour this on your face  
and light you up.  
Connecting to M at somethingAM – M says D HDU - note: off critical 
 
* * * * * *  
* * * * * * 
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barb 
 
main wing/tail feathers  
sharpen to quills. 
 
i dislocate then rip my finger off  
to file it: 
making a fleshy grip, distal 
phalanx nib and a drying red knuckle 
highlighter. i pass it to you,  
sitting naked, ready to draw flight paths 
on an atlas for summer.  
 
think bigger. i’ve seen there. 
i’ve done that. you mean you’ve never 
been over?  
i take a sharp round cookie cutter to your stomach 
to make an ink well. more lines to draw? you say. 
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and this will take 6 months minimum 
 
though, the best thing is…sorry, doctor? 
may i ask how the fuck there is a 
best thing? you’re telling me that you ranked 
all of this, 
sat there with a list, scored 
your favourite facts with little stars to 
conclude: ‘you know what Matthew, there is a 
    winner,  
yep, this is the best thing about your father’s 
blood disease.’  
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PEX 
 
is just an advanced washing machine 
spinning the blood and untying plasma 
from the solid continents: red and white. 
it is a hard exit, two needle ports  
one in and one out. new Polish  
plasma traded in because mad cow 
dirtied ours. does this, oh irony, make  
my dad more european? no. this is 
my fathers blood i’m watching, his  
fathers blood, and my blood.  
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i hurt you like 
 
like a large glass bowl 
with a candle inside, (but a church pillar candle 
because this has always been bigger than you are picturing,) 
and a bird. spark to light the candle but put the lid straight on. Oxygen 
running out entirely and the bird slowly suffocating. it hits against the glass 
panicking, trying to flee the heat, not understanding why it can see 
freedom, kindness, but cannot get to me. your little wings are 
not enough to blow the candle out. if only you knew, 
little bird, two seconds of pain, jumping into 
smother it, would save you,  
and i would then 
 let you out 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Cholesterol  
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you didn’t bet preflop with pocket kings 
 
when i was young 
i used to order 
just ice in restaurants, 
i should also say that  
the time between finishing 
a meal, getting the cheque 
and leaving, I find  
to be the most painful 
seconds of my life.  
so impatient, sure,  
i can be impatient, 
call me that,  
but im not going to die 
a fool in my fathers eyes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Testosterone  
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phenotype 
 
did you know redheads 
require more anesthetic? 
true, we are more 
sensitive to pain.  
So I will scream 
and you will know  
exactly what you 
are doing to me. 
You will know how 
a knife slipped  
under skin is spoken: 
how it screams through 
and how quietly it leaves. 
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- Copper 
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Lakes Gadgee 
 
My second bible is only made up of seven books, 
two hundred and fourteen passages, 
maps: delineates of home 
and autonomy, passed down 
by Dad when we moved north: 
from Hertfordshire, deep-set in the great 
shallow syncline of the London Basin, 
to the granite batholith 
buoying glory of the mountains 
and clear-fell valleys to the Lakeland lakes – 
where Dad and I 
walked and walk the fells, 
wrote and write the fells, 
and sing Jerusalem for the busying Herdwicks. 
 
I draw most commonly from Book Three: 
The Central Fells (1958), for my genesis 
is often Helm Crag201 – the grey Lion mane 
and forever black Lamb fled higher, 
pass to the ramping 
skate park ridgeway up to Gibson Knott197. 
Start from home, steep up cheating steps 
fast bringing into view the meniscus 
of Easedale Tarn, which, in the right light, 
has the Spirit of God 
hovering over the waters. Then 
traverse the motorways - 
paths I think are far too large and striking: 
paths as though the Trust invited 
Lucio Fontana to edit Heaton Cooper’s studio 
with a knife of tourist heels – 
cross the helm overlooking 
the yacker’s: Mr. Powell and son 
with a cuppa scordy in hand 
and round, two hours this way, 
to High Raise57: godmother 
of Easedale, the enfolded 
epicenter, cuddled and cared for by ranges, 
the homely hills that I knew were good. 
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Mind running across to 
Dunmail Raise, it leads me to verses from 
The Eastern Fells (1955), 
fable full but higher reading. 
I, Matthew14:23, dismiss 
the southern crowds and go up on 
those mountains by myself, 
climbing to the Higher Man3. To do this, 
I first favour scaling the walls 
 of Stone Arthur’s173 ruined castle. 
A siege on the lungs, take rest 
for psalms by the lonely tree 
halfway up the motte 
above the Greenhead Gill bailey. 
You will know this tree, 
looking down on the evergreen woods, 
the gatekeeper: a reminder 
to all stewards. 
 
When conqueror, prepare tall ships 
for your legs, for Great Rigg54 needs wind 
catching all fore-and-aft 
to carry you there safely. 
Sail down and round Calf Cove, 
careful of its cliffs falling to Rydal Beck 
and its riddling waterways, then land on 
Fairfield13 with floundering legs, 
flandering fields mowing in the mind, 
the final push. Flinty Graves await 
if ye break faith, but you won’t 
you told Mum 
as she insisted on more layers and a torch. 
 
Though castles, seas and battlefields 
lie behind ,a giant rises.  
Found in the most troubling passage 
down the rock-strewn north face to 
the Hause Gap and confluence, 
he lies in waiting and bathing his 
toes in the trout, perch and eels 
of Grisdale Tarn. Climb the giant, 
Dollywaggon Pike18, up bristly rushes, 
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legs of volcaniclastic sandstone, and soon, 
the beast will be captured and with it 
the false prophets who doubted 
the Nethermost Pike9. 
 
Then see the Higher man on hell 
so close. Feel it too: the burn 
in the thighs, the sacred vanity, 
the fear that the Mars bar 
you put in the fridge specially for today 
has probably melted on the grill 
of your sweating back. 
So fly faster to the landing lane plateau, 
showing pilot Hinkler 
the feats of muscle might and knack 
not machine. But carefully again, 
as over and into the drops to tarns 
there is gnashing teeth, and weeping. 
It can take your mind, your art,  
and your life, 
whether peak bagging or 
known Lakes gadgee. 
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Jack’s Rake 
my pain matters more than yours: 
rubbing away with acid rain, 
baggers ripping hair from roots 
up my spine with no holds left to weight. 
rake for rakes gambling in nike trainers, 
insta-spendthrift’s airlifted when 
shaken and mangled in my toes. 
their heads on spine spikes, presenting 
them paltry to warn Pike O’ Blisco’s onlookers. 
and still, my pain matters more than yours. 
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IV 
 
deekabout y’all 
 
deekabout 
/deek-a-boot/ 
 
 verb 
1. To look around.  
“I’m gone to Carolina for a deekabout” 
 
y'all 
/yôl/  
contraction 
 
1. pronoun: y'all = you-all. 
(in the southern US) you (used to refer to more than one person). 
"y’all ain’t from here?" 
 
noun (maybe, I thought) 
 
1.  a privately owned Southern’s only two-masted sailing craft whose mainmast 
is taller than the mizzen mast. 
“I was welcomed onboard their family Y’all until her Dad discovered I was from 
England.” 
 
 verb (maybe) 
 
  1. to yawn and call simultaneously. 
“The jet lag meant that I y’alled when I walked out of the arrivals. No one was 
there to see.” 
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Lecture 
 
I & the powerpoint polis identifying & slides & I of pumpkin blood 
& limitations & thumbs down touching faces like simba lift raises 
as saviour to thee because I escapes in that moment  
 
but I & I taste traffic again & slideing deeper I is late  
& busied slideing unwanted high along the thighs  
of great men & I did remark that gentlemen would invest 
inches of an objects scream & ruin & bad apples picked 
 
& praised to no end through talent leave mounds & bloodied 
leaves & branches & new outlets & this has consequences 
all unseen like BP rig workers clicking through nursery rhymes 
learning for sons they cannot read to & the family I never sees 
& aftermath’s I never sees & as neat as your gut - it stinks  
 
& row your boat off away and offshore & onto the mudslide  
 
& next slide & to embrace an official who thinks & thinks 
 
to have the faintest idea to check the peoples weather 
 
& not the next slide & not a check & not a patron & not an itch. 
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- Caffeine  
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ii. Left Shift In Supply 
 
 
S                     
e  I              l     
x,   d            l      
v    e          a      g. 
o     m        b      n  
i      a      h      i   
d       n    t      m    
o        d  o   ß   u     
f         m      s      
i        o  o    o       
m       t    r  c        
p      s      e,         
o     d   ß   m  r        
r    n      i    e       
t,   a      t      p      
n  H      e        u     
o       l          t    
t      d            e   
m     i                
e v e r y f u c k: a c c r e t e g u i l t. 
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Memory Seats 
 
As of today I have crashed two vehicles.  
First, aged eleven: 
 a 90CC red Yamaha quad bike. 
Into a tight right blind corner  
I knew how to keep speed. 
Though Dad, I guess, had  
moved our family wheelbarrow right  
into the turns apex.  
We still use that same wheelbarrow. 
 
The second crash was, of course, 
your car. The grey Volvo with over 
one hundred thousand miles on the clock 
- two thousand I put there.  
 
How did you have a V8 at sixteen?  
The crash was far less dramatic, 
annoyingly ‘un-dramatic’. 
Distracted while holding down 
the memory seat button –  
where my position is kept:  
further back, more upright and lower – 
I reversed into a tree. Who put that there? 
 
You fixed the dent this summer, 
I should have paid for all of it, 
but now, as we are broken, 
not dented, broken, I think less 
about the damage. More that 
one day you will reach down 
to my button. That button. And think again,  
perhaps, how I crashed and left you. 
My position stored, unusable, hurt. 
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- Adrenaline 
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Rebound 
 
Fingers patter fracture melodies 
and tongues clap 
on wind chime teeth, 
vocable purrs through a humming chatter 
beneath a smoke 
smirched ceiling.  
 
You’re jammed at the back 
alone,  
In The Mood plays.  
A small 
sightline, pinball passage 
of bum bumpers 
and popper persons,  
opens to the bar door. 
 
While you came here to neglect, 
reflect jazz - impulsive and weepy - this lane, 
the parted club, presented  
her,  
tempting 
and ricocheting down towards you.  
Stir 
or kickout, orbit confusion and just  
politely: "Darlin' may I intrude". 
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- Oxytocin 
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V 
 
choredy  
choredy  
/chor-dy/ 
 
noun.   
 
1.   stolen items.  
“It wasn’t intentional, but most of the stuff I’ve accumulated is choredy”  
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These bricks and ivy, 
 
where I store a golden robe 
in a painted box, hiding the scent: 
nights of bedlam, 
of darkness and strobes, fear  
and nakedness, stirred by the air.  
The same place 
 
I brought koi’s for the elected 
to drink, always in less than eights -   
while washing feet in soda water, 
dirtying my conscience with  
sudden passions, sweating 
and burning on the panels 
where I shagged and danced  
with birds and fought bears:    
fights I would lose, so days were lost  
latent on leather I loved on  
how they choked 
and I laughed like a King. 
We warped the floor with spirit, 
shouting and the crying 
prison of excellence, 
demanding more and thinking: 
this cannot end? 
The returning bring forgetful snow 
soon thawed by reracking fires:  
they would rejoin and log again,  
unclothed, bare 
debate of life, if not for  
age. I rejected time,  
there is no time,  
but see memories draped 
by the beneficent old, reality,  
making webs elsewhere. 
These bricks and ivy, this home,  
twenty-two windowed façade,  
that will know me in 
  four frames forever.  
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Sure 
  
Often someone says to me I don’t get it 
which inevitably implies that I do get it. 
 
So sure: I get hands on shoulders, 
a point system and final orders,  
dark rooms smoke filled and cases  
and cases, jigsaw puzzles in basements  
made in the light of a lighter 
between two broken pieces, decipher  
in puddles of raw cake ingredients,  
sleep deprivation but still wake obedient,  
peppered façade, fear serves the whole, 
blindfolded, examination of our body, mind... 
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-Aspartame 
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iii. Perfectly Inelastic Supply 
 
 
I       y   T           
f  I      o  h           
o   c      u e           
u    a   à   r           
n     t     e h          
d      c    i  a         
y       h   s   l        
o        g  o    o       
u         o n     e      
p          l   à   f     
u          y d      f    
r          o  s      e   
e          n   p      c  
p          e    a      t 
l          o     r      
a          f      k     
y          y       s    
a          o           
i          u           
r e c i p r o c a l, s h a r i n g b o d y 
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Time Horse And Rider 
 
Rider away, you waste time  
practicing a French braid on 
a horse’s tail made of fire 
until she kicks, sending you 
soaring across a furious  
ocean and careering into 
the base of a lighthouse: 
seaweed cocooned, 
 
candle licking from the clamshell 
lens above, as you still,  
terrified, grasp the now stretched  
plaited tail - a blazing orange 
cable strung from land to sea 
to you, hissing with each dip 
in the whitecaps. The pained horse 
 
bolts forward again, the cooling 
hair hawser pulled tighter in 
your swollen hands, the seaweed, 
soft as family, fastening 
you up to the tower walls,  
whispering let go and stay 
with us - but the tail frays 
 
like an idea, 
 
threadbare by the cold, each sense 
snapping as horse gums bleed now 
from the bit you believe responded 
to you.  Time up –  
the spinning beam baring the 
thrashing horse upon the eastern 
coast – the rider returns and 
leaps on wielding a curled  
silvery green blade and slashes 
the strained tail off. All heat  
extinguishes, the horse absconds 
with panic, and misery,  
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taking the rider,   
 
friends, away, out of reach into  
night. The last you’ll see them? 
Arms and back exhausted 
from holding, you cannot oppose 
the seaweed wrenching you 
into the saintly lighthouse  
through its walls  
 
when the tension releases, 
landing you on the helix stairs,  
as the lighthouse keeper,  
having observed it all, calls  
you returned!  
He carries you up and rests you 
on the cold parapet, 
 
Atlantic churning below, 
you call out, but 
no answer, no way to  
go back as fast as you left, 
no strong burning pull, just time 
and memories cut off  
by time you could not control. 
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I Thessalonians 5:17 
 
 
Pray without ceasing. How can I do that? 
How can I do that when I’m so weary? 
Weary and confused, knowing that I know 
I know I am failing in everything, 
in everything I demand of myself, 
my self-worth decreasing each day. Lord how, 
how do I pray without ceasing today? 
Today, when the last time I asked for help, 
help in the smallest of ways and nothing, 
nothing came to me. So I break prayer patterns, 
Patens of bread aren’t enough, answer my pleas. 
Please, know I ask for help and not profits, 
Prophets made clear your will and I followed, 
followed you Lord! Followed without ceasing. 
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Notes 
 
uisge beatha references lyrics from the song ‘Golden Brown’ by The Stranglers. ‘Golden Brown’ 
was released in December 1981 in the United States and in January 1982 in the United 
Kingdom. 
 
In Supplements, every other word forms the lyrics to the Star-Spangled Banner, which is the 
national anthem of the United States of America. The lyrics come from "Defence of Fort 
M'Henry", a poem written on September 14, 1814 by Francis Scott Key. 
 
In Modern Defense, LSE refers to the London Stock Exchange and FPA refers to the Foreign 
Policy Association.   
 
Lakes Gadgee references the seven volume’s of the ‘Pictorial Guide to the Lakeland Fells’, 
which where published between 1955 and 1966 and written by the legend that is Alfred 
Wainwright.  
 
Rebound references ‘In The Mood’ by Glenn Miller, first released in September 1939. 
 
‘The Wasteland’ written by T.S. Eliot, first published in October 1922, influences These bricks 
and ivy, and the ritual section in Platform Twenty-Two. 
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